About Class-Tech-Cars...

Over 30 years ago, Chad White left his career in hospitality to settle in one place and pursue his passion for cars. Chad spoke with a friend who was looking for a body-shop worker, but since Chad was rather knowledgeable about the industry, he was offered a position on the business side. After 20 years of helping to grow the business into a top-10 seller of Ford products, Chad decided he wanted to build something of his own. He left the business and began selling car parts on eBay from his home. Since that day, Chad has grown Class-Tech-Cars, specializing in soft-trim items for cars and trucks from the 30’s to the 90’s. Through online platforms like eBay, Chad is able to market and sell his products to a worldwide customer base, which in turns helps to grow his business. Chad helps owners of American cars and trucks all over the world buy parts for their vehicles that they may not be able to purchase locally. Chad is committed to continuing to grow the business and hopes to soon move into a larger warehouse space.

"I love owning my own business because you know that it is your endeavor and you reap the rewards and feel that accomplishment. It astounds me that we were able to do this through a struggling economy and grow along the way."

Chad White, Owner